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When you think of toilet paper rolls and the crafts you can
create are you stuck in the mindset that this is for kids only? I
know most of us think of recycling toilet paper rolls as something
you would do in elementary school - often creating faces on the
rolls or make hats to place on top of them.
 
In reality there are so many more pieces of artwork you can
product with these round rolls. The best is that the art can be
all the way from small and simple kid friendly art to complex and
complicated combinations of many mediums that make a
spectacular display.
 
The purpose of this downloadable craft ebook is to expose
you to many forms of art all from the simple toilet paper roll.
 
In this ebook we will open the door for your imagination when it
comes to toilet paper rolls.
 
Contents:
 
1. Flower Art (the one we did in the article).
2. Wreath
3. Framed Art
 
Now let's open the book and go to the project you want to make
and get your materials together.
 
I must warn you that crafting is addictive and we are not to blame
for the quick passing of time. The goal, as always, is to have a
huge amount of fun whether it is with your family or you are doing
these crafts on your own.

Creating Art With Toilet Paper Rolls



General Preparation of Toilet Rolls

For all our toilet roll projects in this ebook you will need to prepare the
rolls for use in the following way:
 

Clean the outside of all debris. I use a scraper for my rolls - you
can use any kind of tool as long as it gets the roll clean.

Measure and mark off 1/2 inch lines on each roll you will be using.

Cut the lines you have just made so that you have approximately 9
1/2 inch pieces from each toilet roll.



Toilet Paper Roll Flower Art

Materials
1 Toilet Roll Cut into 1/2" pieces (9)
Washi Tape
1 sheet of 8.5 x 11" paper cut into
1/2" strips
1 Green Fuzzy Pipecleaner
1 Piece Tissue Paper (for center)
1 Circular piece of paper (or use a
round cut from the toilet roll) for the
center of the flower
Paper Glue - use glue that dries clear
so you will not see any seepage
1 sheet cardstock for the background

Directions

The flower project will take a bit of time as you need to wait for glue to dry
before proceeding to some of the next steps

Cover 8 or 9 of the toilet rolls on both the inside and outside with washi
tape. I our example we used a green patterned washi tape but you may
want a floral or other design. Covering the inside can sometimes be a bit
tricky so spend time finding the best way for you to accomplish the task.
We used some glue on the edges so the washi tape would stick without
issue.

Squish the toilet paper pieces so that they resemple petals of a flower -
look at the image below for an example



Toilet Paper Roll Flower Art
Directions

Paper Strips - roll the paper strips up as if your were quilling. You can
roll them around a toothpick or dowel to make it easier. All you want to
do is make sure your strips are in circles. Do one at a time and drop
them into one of the toilet paper roll pieces. Continue until you fill up all
the insides with at least two rolled paper strips

Glue the edges of the rolled paper to the inside edge of the toil roll. You
can also glue the rolled paper pieces together at their contact point. This
way the rolled paper will not fall loose from the inside.

Prepare the inner circle of the flower. Cover the ring with tissue paper.
For our project we chose a gold color as we would be stuffing the center
with the same color. We used an empty washi tape roll but you can use
a 1/2' strip of a toilet paper roll. Next, take a piece of tissue paper
approximately 12" square and pull up sharp points in the middle. Make
as many points as possible and pull the finished sheet through the ring.
This will form the center of the flower.



Assembling the Project
Toilet Paper Roll Flower Art

Get your piece of cardstock that you will be using for the art background
and lay it flat on a table.

Arrange the flower, stem, and center on the paper without gluing it in
place. This way to can make adjustments before making the project
permanent.

Twist the pipecleaner so that it represents a stem with a couple of
leaves on the side as shown in our project example at the beginning of
these directions.

Glue the center of the flower first. Make sure you glue it in the horizontal
center as you will want petals on either side. I took my E6000 glue and
smeared the entire backside of the center then held it in place for half a
minute to secure it in place.
Next, glue down the stem. I only glued the stem itself and not the leaves
I made. This was because I felt I would need to move them out of the
way when gluing down the flower petals. Once again I used my E6000
glue and held down the stem until it was secure.
Lastly, glue down each petal in place. You will only need to glue the end
points in place for it to stay in the arrangement you made.



Toilet Paper Roll Wreath

4 Toilet Roll Cut into 1/2" pieces (9)
1 large paper plate
Optional Paper flowers to be added
as embellishments
Paper Glue - use glue that dries clear
so you will not see any seepage

Directions

This project will seem a little simpler if you have already tried the paper
flower project. There are more parts to this wreath because you will use a
paper plate, 3 or four cut pieces of toilet paper roll, and hand rolled flowers
(if you do choose.)

First - Cut the paper plate so you just have an outer ring to work with.
You can use other materials for the ring, however, using paper makes it
much easier to glue the parts down.
Arrange the cut toilet paper roll pieces (squeezed to make a leaf shape),
on a slant  as shown in the diagram below.

Glue the inner edges to the paper plate ring to secure them in place.
You will also need to glue the ring pieces together as well so that your
wreath will hold securely.
Add your paint (if you wish), and your floral embellishments. There is an
article on creating these flowers on the blog at bettesmakes.com

https://bettesmakes.com/


Toilet Paper Roll Framed Art

1 Toilet Roll Cut into 1/4" pieces (18)
1 Frame to use for the outside of the
artwork. It can be any size, I used a
6.5" x 8.5" outside measured frame.
Carstock and paint to match. I used a
contrasting color for my project and it
worked well.
1 dowel or quilling tool for rounding
the edges of the toilet roll.
Paper Glue - use glue that dries clear
so you will not see any seepage. You
will need a glue that will work with
gluing to your chosen frame (wood or
metal).

Directions
Before we begin, the most important part of this project is the choosing of
the frame you are going to use. I found this frame at a local craft store. The
most import part here is that it has a beveled edge so that I can glue my art
pieces to the sides without worry about glue seepage showing. If you can't
find such a frame, see if it is possible to add that extra bevel with an inset
piece of cardboard.

Bevel Edge

https://bettesmakes.com/


Directions

Cut 4 strips of your cardstock (1/4" wide). They will need to be long
enough to fit diagonally over your picture frame.
Fold the strips in half and arrange them in the pattern shown below:

Glue the edges together so you have  the folds in the center and the
edge pieces glued together to make an X. Trim the X so it fits into your
frame.

https://bettesmakes.com/
https://bettesmakes.com/


Directions

Next, we will be creating designs with our toilet roll pieces. We will be
cutting and quilling them, then gluing them in place.
You can use the same design I amusing or create your own. I like to
twist the toilet roll pieces and place them where I want them to go before
gluing anything in place. In the image below, I have placed my parts
inside the frame to make sure it fits.

The final step is to glue all the pieces together and then glue the artwork
into the frame.

I do hope you have enjoyed making these projects. I find it fun to share
what I am working on and when you finish do share on our Facebook
page: http://Facebook.com/BettesMakes

https://bettesmakes.com/
https://bettesmakes.com/
http://facebook.com/BettesMakes


Follow Me

Pinterest.ca/BettesMakes

Instagram/BettesMakes

Facebook.com/BettesMakes

BettesMakes.com


